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Horizontal gene transfer plays a large role in microbial genetic diversity. 
Bacteriophages can mediate diversity within their hosts through transduction, the uptake 
and dispersal of host DNA between bacterial hosts. However, bacteriophages 
themselves experience horizontal gene transfer through mobile genetic elements and 
recombination. Unlike their hosts, bacteriophages cannot easily be mapped onto a 
phylogenic tree as they do not all possess a common trait like the 16s RNA gene. 
However, their genomes are typically small enough to be analyzed using tools such as 
Gepard and Phamerator that compare nucleotide identity across entire genomes. 
However, Gepard lacks the ability to contextualize the analysis with respect to 
annotated genes, and Phamerator, by its very nature as a comparison tool, cannot 
highlight repeats within a single genome. Many programs identify repeat motifs, but lack 
the ability to display genomic information and regard repeats in an isolated manner. To 
address this problem, I have developed Repeaterator, a tool to visualize DNA repeat 
motifs within Actinobacteriophage genomes. Instead of comparing multiple genomes, 
Repeaterator compares a genome to itself to map the occurrence of DNA repeat motifs 
in the context of gene annotations. Additionally, other genomic information can easily be 
overlaid on the visualization, including GC content or the strand the gene is coded on. 
Repeaterator provides powerful new insight into the evolutionary origins of 
Actinobacteriophage genomes and can easily be adapted to analyze other genomes. 
Repeaterator displays bacteriophage genomes and their annotations as an interactive 
data visualization. It uses the same underlying technologies as Phamerator itself and 




Mycobacterium tuberculosis is a gram-negative bacterium and the primary 
causative agent of pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), a respiratory disease characterized by 
chronic lung inflammation. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 10.4 
million people worldwide contracted TB in 2015, with 1.4 million of the cases being fatal 
(World Health Organization, 2015). A projected 480,000 cases were caused by 
multidrug-resistant (MDR) M. tuberculosis, a subset of strains that have resistance to at 
least two antibiotics (World Health Organization, 2015). Traditionally, short-course TB 
treatment consists of administration of multiple antibiotics; however, patient compliance 
with established protocols is poor (Caminero, 2006). Poor compliance can lead to the 
rise of MDR strains that can be spread to other patients. Globally, only 20% of MDR-TB 
cases were treated in 2015 (World Health Organization, 2015). Additionally, the most 
common vaccine for TB, the Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG) vaccine, has highly 
variable efficacy and confers no immunity to some geographic populations (Mangtani et 
al., 2014). The problem of MDR-TB and other antibiotic resistant pathogens poses a 
sizable public health risk globally and has warranted a large amount of research in 
novel diagnostics and treatment. 
Antibiotic resistance can be conferred through various mechanisms including 
inactivation of the antibiotic, efflux of the antibiotic from the cell, and mutation of target 
proteins favoring forms that have a lower binding affinity for the antibiotic (Lin et al., 
2015). Often, genes that confer resistance phenotypes reside on mobile genetic 
elements and are selected against without the presence of an antibiotic. It is only due to 
selective pressure caused by antibiotics that these mobile genetic elements present the 
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host bacteria with a fitness advantage and are therefore maintained within the 
population. Due to the widespread availability of and demand for antibiotics, selective 
environments are facilitated by medical professionals who improperly prescribe 
antibiotic treatment and patients who do not properly comply with prescribed treatments 
(Rönnerstrand & Andersson Sundell, 2015). Reservoirs of antibiotic resistance genes 
can also be found in the environment due to lax use of antibiotics in agriculture and the 
large presence of antibiotics in hygiene products (Allen et al., 2010) .  
Through the propagation of antibiotic resistance genes in natural reservoirs, the 
chance of transferring resistance between bacterial species increases. Plasmids can be 
transferred directly between bacteria through conjugation and indirectly by 
transformation. Bacteriophages, also referred to as phages, can likewise mediate 
transduction of genetic material. Horizontal gene transfer further bolsters the threat of 
antibiotic resistance genes, potentially passing the effects of antibiotic selection from 
nonpathogenic bacteria to virulent strains (Allen et al., 2010). 
Bacteriophages are a significant area of research interest (Citorik, et al., 2014). 
This interests stems from the realization that mechanisms that have evolved in bacteria 
and confer resistance to antibiotics do not also confer resistance to phage infection 
(Bondy-Denomy et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2015). Although resistance to phage infection is 
possible, phages are among the most abundant biological entities known, numbering an 
estimated 1031 phages in the biosphere (Rohwer & Edwards, 2002). They thus 
represent an essentially unlimited pool of anti-bacterial agents. As a population, phages 
exhibit extreme diversity of hosts and environments (Clokie, et al., 2011). These viruses 
infect bacteria and harness the cellular machinery to replicate the viral genome and 
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produce virions, or infectious viral particles. Phages can be generally classified into two 
categories based on replication strategy: lytic and temperate. Both types of phages 
initiate the infection their bacterial host in a similar manner; by recognizing a surface 
receptor on the host’s cell wall, attaching, and adsorbing into the host cytoplasm. Upon 
entry into the host cell, the phage genome circularizes to prevent degradation by 
exonucleases and enacts one of its replication strategies. Lytic phages immediately 
employ lytic growth: the suppression of host gene expression followed by mass 
replication, transcription, and translation of the viral genome to form new viral particles. 
Once the quantity of viral particles reaches a critical number, lysins are produced and 
lyse the host cell to release the newly formed virions into the environment (Sulakvelidze, 
et al., 2001). Temperate phages employ a different strategy, lysogenic growth. 
Lysogeny is characterized by the replication of the viral genome alongside the host 
genome upon host-mediated DNA replication. This can be achieved through integration 
of the phage genome into the host chromosome via phage encoded integrases to form 
a prophage, or by propagating extrachromosomally as a plasmid (Little, 2005). Upon an 
environmental signal, the prophage becomes active and excises from the host genome 
to enter lytic growth. Both lysis and lysogeny manipulate the host’s cellular functions at 
multiple points, demonstrating a close functional and evolutionary relationship between 
virus and host.  
Just as bacteria are subject to horizontal gene transfer, so are the viruses that 
infect them. Transposons (Sampson et al., 2009), homing endonucleases (Pope et al., 
2013), and direct DNA repeats are prevalent within phage genomes, causing insertions, 
deletions, and substitutions (Pope et al., 2011). Mycobacteriophage, the most 
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characterized subset of actinobacteriophages, genomes are organized into 2 common 
modules, the 5’ “left arm” and the 3’ “right arm” (Pham, et al., 2007). The left arms 
contain large (>750 bp) genes encoding virion structural proteins and tends to follow a 
conserved synteny. In contrast, the right arms of these genomes encode many 
metabolic genes and genes of unknown function and tend to have a shorter mean 
length (~250 bp). Rampant genomic reorganization within the right arm of these 
genomes contributes to the mosaicism and makes genome scale evolutionary studies 
difficult (Smith et al., 2013). However, many recombination events introduce or remove 
DNA repeats into or from the genome. These genetic scars can then serve to promote 
further recombination events and can possibly be used to trace the evolutionary history 
of genetic elements and the phage genomes within which they reside.  
Here I describe a program to visualize the occurrence and distribution of DNA 
repeat motifs within genomes within the Actinobacteriophage database. These data are 
displayed in the context of annotated genomic features as well to promote a functional 
understanding of the role DNA repeat motifs play in genome content and organization. 
This tool is associated with the Actinobacteriophage database and is available to 







Repeaterator is coded in the JavaScript programming language and is 
embedded within the Phamerator web application available at http://phamerator.org. 
Actinobacteriophage genomic data are stored in the Phamerator Mongo database and 
added to through interactions between Repeaterator and MEME (Figure 1). When a 
new genome is added to the Phamerator MySQL database, Repeaterator is triggered to 
send the genome sequence to MEME in order to identify DNA repeat motifs. MEME 
returns the top 10 motifs with the lowest expectancy (E) value. The E-value is an the 
number of expected motifs of the same width and site count, given a database of 
similarly sized random sequences (Bailey et al., 2009).The request made to MEME sets 
a maximum motif length of 25 nucleotides and maximum number of instances of 50. 
Individual instances of a motif may differ in nucleotide sequence, but deviations from the 
consensus sequence adversely affect the E-value of the motif. User input triggers 
Repeaterator to access the Phamerator Mongo database and to use the Data-Driven 
Documents library (http://d3.js.org) to represent genomic data as document object 













 Phamerator diagrams are linear maps of genomes which themselves are 
physically linear molecules. However, this representation does not lend itself to the 
display of intra-genome sequence repeats. A circular diagram would solve this problem, 
but it produces a new issue; the diagram can mislead the reader to believe the genome 
is in fact a circular molecule. I addressed the issue by representing the genome as a 
355° arc, rather than a closed circle, which expressed that the two ends of the genome 





Results and Discussion 
User Interface 
Repeaterator can be accessed by selecting the “Repeat Map” option from the 
navigation menu presented at the top or left of the screen (depending on screen size). 
Subsequently, a hierarchical list of phage (sub)clusters is presented, which can be 
expanded by clicking or tapping (on touchscreen devices) to reveal individual genomes 
within those groupings. Users may select one or more phages, automatically initiating 
the drawing of the repeat maps which are then accessed by selecting the “View Map” 







Up to 10 repeat motifs will be displayed for each genome, with a maximum of 50 
instances drawn for each motif. To allow for the study of a subset of these motifs, users 
may access a settings menu (Figure 3) and from there toggle the visibility of motifs 
individually. 
 Repeat maps are interactive, with interactivity triggered by hovering the mouse 
pointer (or tapping on a touch screen device) over various on-screen elements. 
Specifically, information about each motif is accessible by hovering or tapping on the 
various colored arcs that connect motif instances. This information includes the motif 
identification number, length, number of occurrences, and E-value. Details about each 
motif instance can be accessed by hovering or tapping the green (forward) or red 
(reverse) dots arrayed along the innermost portion of the genome ruler. This will reveal 
details such as motif identification number, position in the genome, probability (P) value, 
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and DNA sequence (including both upstream and downstream flanking regions). 
Furthermore, gene annotations can be color-coded according to their direction of 
transcription or the gene phamily to which they belong. 
 
Comparisons to Existing Software 
Gepard is a Java program that allows the user to draw a dot plot comparing two 
or more nucleotide sequences (Figure 4) (Krumsiek, et al., 2007). The program is 
optimized to compare large sequences including eukaryotic chromosomes and whole 
bacterial genomes. Gepard can compare a genome to itself and reveal regions with 
DNA repeats, however it is difficult to identify the motif responsible and the exact 
genomic coordinates of the repeat. While this tool is useful for visualizing large scale 





























The program GenomeMatcher provides a variation of dot plot analysis with 
enhanced functionality (Ohtsubo, et al., 2008). In addition to drawing dot plots, 
GenomeMatcher also displays user-provided genome annotations along the axes. As 
such, the user can compare any differences or duplications to the annotations in that 
region. GenomeMatcher also provides an enhanced zoom feature that allows for easier 
analysis of small alignments. The program is limited though in the fact that it does little 




MEME is a program that allows the user to input nucleic acid or protein 
sequences, customize search parameters, and then run the program to identify and 
display repeat motifs (Bailey et al., 2009). The output of MEME is an HTML file that 
shows the sequence, motif logo, location of repeat instances, and a variety of statistical 
measures of significance (Figure 5). MEME’s strength is in detection and classification 
of repeat motifs within a sequence, and while it draws linear maps of these repeats, it 
fails to consider or display any sort of genome annotations, making data interpretation 
difficult. 
 
REPuter, like MEME, is software that takes user input of a DNA sequence and 
identifies repeat motifs within the sequence. Unlike MEME, the processing time of 
REPuter is substantially less, making analysis of large sets of genomes much easier 
(Kurtz et al., 2001). However, the output from REPuter is less informative than that of 
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MEME. Data can be exported as plain text or the recommended route of an interactive 
viewer called REPvis. Within REPvis, the user can see the location of repeat pairs, 
choose the size of the repeat to visualize, and export the text output (Figure 6). In spite 
of being able to visualize the location of repeats in the input sequence, no genome 
annotations are offered to display nor are the identities of the repeats offered.   
 
 Skittle is a repeat visualization program that is intended to complement repeat 
prediction software (Seaman & Sanford, 2009). The display allows the user to recognize 
patterns in the DNA sequence selected through the creation of a 2-D color-coded map. 
While the interface makes the manual detection of repeats easier, it does little to verify 
the presence of a repeat and limits the user to predetermined genomes. 
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 Phamerator is the most similar tool to Repeaterator as it is a web application 
designed to visualize actinobacteriophage genome annotations and compare nucleotide 
identity between genomes (Figure 7). Comparison of similar genomes can shed light on 
the presence of DNA repeats within a genome, but the program offers no option to 
compare a genome against itself. Additionally, Phamerator does not reveal the 
sequence of alignments that are visualized or coordinates to the nucleotide level, 
making determining the identity of a repeat difficult. As repeats are not the main focus of 






The 9 Actinobacteriophages of cluster BI1 infect Streptomyces spp. and have an 
average GC content of 59.5%. These phages all have genomes of similar length, 
ranging from 55,349 bp to 56,470 bp. Within cluster BI1 genomes, there is an array of 
18 forward coding genes each between 200 bp and 250 bp in length, exemplified by 
phage OlympicHelado genes 28 through 45. Nucleotide sequence similarity is observed 
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between genomes, as well as in the intergenic spaces in the same genome (Figure 7), 
suggesting the presence of a DNA repeat motif. 
When visualized using Repeaterator, it is apparent that there are many dispersed 
repeats on both strands of the genome with seemingly even distribution (Figure 8). By 
deselecting all of the repeat motifs in the map settings and inspecting each motif 
individually, motifs 2 and 5 are localized to the region containing phage OlympicHelado 
genes 28 through 45 (Figure 9). Both motif 2 and 5 are unique (Figure 5), but occur in 
very similar positions of the genome, with each instance on the forward coding strand 
and a length of 25 nucleotides. 
These repeats may represent the vestiges of recombination events, which is 
further supported by insertion and deletion events within this region of cluster BI1 
actinobacteriophages (Figure 7). The localization of motifs 2 and 5 to 8 kb of the 
genome may also indicate the potential for these sequences to act as binding sites for 
regulatory proteins, but the consensus sequence of both motifs 2 and 5 deviate from the 
standard Shine-Dalgarno consensus sequence.   
It is possible that the genes in this array have similar evolutionary origin and may 
have come into the genome at different times from the same source. Alternatively, the 
genes in this array could be duplications of the same gene that have diverged over time, 
however they are classified into different phamilies and demonstrate less than 50% 
identity between any of the members. 
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Future development projects include the addition of more options to color-code 
gene-specific data. By diversifying the types of biological data that can be displayed in 
the repeat maps, users can make more meaningful predictions about the origin of genes 
within the genome. Additional data types include phamily abundance, phamily 
conservation among clusters, and protein domains.  
Another functionality that would help in understanding the role of DNA repeat 
motifs in genome evolution would be the classification of repeat motifs into families. 
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Through this process, the presence of repeat families could be tracked through different 
genomes and shed light on the origins of possible horizontal gene transfer events. This 
endeavor could further be bolstered through the incorporation of data from a program 
like t2prhd , which tracks and predicts the evolutionary history of repeated DNA 
sequences (Sipos, et al., 2008).  
 For ease of viewing specific instances of a repeat, an integrated repeat map 
zoom feature will be developed. Instead of the traditional zoom that enlarges the 
existing image, the integrated feature will allow the user to specify the start and stop 
coordinates within the genome that they would like to view. The map will then resize 
appropriately, displaying genomic data within that region spread over the 355° genome 
ruler. As such, the user can examine specific regions of the genome if desired and can 






Repeaterator provides a framework to better visualizing DNA repeat motifs within 
Actinobacteriophage genomes than existing programs do. Insight gleaned from 
Repeaterator allows users to better understand the conservation and distribution of 
DNA repeats within these genomes and can be applied to study the transmission of 
genes between phage genomes and genomic reorganization events.  
Currently, the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses classifies viruses 
into families chiefly based on particle morphology and then subdivides families into 
subfamilies and genera based on genetic similarity to a representative genome. With 
the improvement of sequencing technologies and bioinformatics programs to support 
genome analysis, the tools are in place to characterize and classify phages using 
phylogenetics. As DNA repeats are characteristic of the horizontal gene transfer events 
that make traditional phylogeny difficult, repeat motifs may serve as a better alternative 
to map evolutionary relationships than morphology. 
Repeaterator is currently only available to analyze Actinobacteriophage 
genomes, but is not inherently limited to such a data set. Given a properly structured 
Mongo database, it would be possible to visualize any single chromosome or plasmid 
using Repeaterator and to explore the occurrence and distribution of repeat motifs 




Appendix I: Repeaterator JavaScript 
selectedGenomes2 = new Meteor.Collection(null); 1	
 2	
var formRight = function() {return document.getElementById("start_coor")}; 3	
var formLeft = function() {return document.getElementById("end_coor")}; 4	
 5	
Template.repeats.onCreated(function() { 6	
    Meteor.call('getclusters', function(error, result) { 7	
 8	
        if (typeof error !== 'undefined') { 9	
            /////console.log('error getting clusters:', error); 10	
        } 11	
        else { 12	
            Session.set('myMethodResult', result); 13	
        }}) 14	
}); 15	
 16	
//in rendered callback 17	
var key = function(d) { 18	




drawRepeats = function (svg) { 23	
    console.log("tracker autorun has rerun"); 24	
    //d3.selectAll("#mappy").remove(); 25	
 26	
    svg.attr("height", function(d) {return (selectedGenomes2.find().count() * 27	
750) }); 28	
    svg.attr("width", function (d) { 29	
        return 1000 30	
    }); 31	
 32	
 33	
    // Define the div for the tooltip 34	
    var div = d3.select("body").append("div") 35	
        .attr("class", "tooltip") 36	
        .style("opacity", 0); 37	
 38	
    var divr = d3.select("body").append("div") 39	
        .attr("class", "tooltip") 40	
        .style("opacity", 0); 41	
 42	
    var divm = d3.select("body").append("div") 43	
        .attr("class", "tooltip") 44	
        .style("opacity", 0); 45	
 46	
    //d3.select('.determinate').style("width", "0%"); 47	
 48	
    function x() { 49	
        console.log(d3.select(this).data()); 50	






    //bind the data 55	
    var phage1 = svg.selectAll(".phages") 56	
        .data(function() { 57	
            pnames = 58	
selectedGenomes2.find({},{phagename:1}).fetch().map(function(obj){ return 59	
obj.phagename;}); 60	
            phages = Genomes.find({phagename: {$in: pnames}}, {sort: 61	
{cluster:1, phagename:1}}); 62	
            //todo: get selected primary and secondary sort fields and 63	
ascending/descending 64	
            return phages.fetch(); 65	
        }, key); 66	
 67	
    //move the images over 68	
    phage1 69	
        .attr("transform", function (d, i) { 70	
            return "translate(400," + ((i * 750)+400) + ")"; 71	
        }); 72	
 73	
    //enter new images and move appropriately 74	
    var newPhage = phage1.enter().append("g") 75	
        .classed("phages", true) 76	
        .attr("transform", function (d, i) { 77	
            return "translate(400," + ((i * 750)+400) + ")"; 78	




    //remnant of old design 83	
    /*var keystone = d3.svg.arc() 84	
        .innerRadius(230) 85	
        .outerRadius(250) 86	
        .startAngle(-0.0436332) 87	
        .endAngle(0.0436332);*/ 88	
 89	
    //add in phage name 90	
    newPhage.append("text") 91	
        .attr("x", -400) 92	
        .attr("y", -300) 93	
        .attr("font-family", "sans-serif") 94	
        .attr("font-size", "24px") 95	
        .attr("fill", "black") 96	
        .style("text-anchor", "left") 97	
        .text(function (d) { 98	
            return d.phagename; 99	
        }) 100	
        .attr({"fill-opacity": 1}); 101	
 102	
    //FIX THIS NEED DATA BIND 103	
    /* function genlen() {return 104	
selectedGenomes2.findOne(phageName).genomelength} 105	
    var genleng = genlen(); 106	
    console.log(genleng); 107	
 108	
 109	
    var slider = document.getElementById('test5'); 110	
    noUiSlider.create(slider, { 111	
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        start: [20, 80], 112	
        connect: true, 113	
        step: 1, 114	
        range: { 115	
            'min': 0, 116	
            'max': 100 117	
        }, 118	
        format: wNumb({ 119	
            decimals: 0 120	
        }) 121	
    }); 122	
*/ 123	
    //set parameters for gene arcs 124	
    var arcg = d3.svg.arc() 125	
            .innerRadius(function(d){if (d.name%2==0) 126	
                return 290; 127	
            else if (d.name%2==1) 128	
                return 250;}) 129	
            .outerRadius(function(d){if (d.name%2==0) 130	
                return 330; 131	
            else if (d.name%2==1) 132	
                return 290;}) 133	
            .startAngle(function(d){ 134	
                return 135	
((d.start/this.parentNode.__data__.genomelength)*6.2)+0.0436332;}) 136	
            .endAngle(function(d){ 137	
                return 138	
((d.stop/this.parentNode.__data__.genomelength)*6.2)+0.0436332;}) 139	
        ; 140	
 141	
    //bind gene data and draw gene arcs 142	
    newPhage.selectAll(".paths") 143	
        .data(function(d){return d.genes;}) 144	
        .enter() 145	
        .append("svg:path") 146	
        .attr("fill", function(d){ 147	
            return d.phamColor; 148	
        }) 149	
        .style("stroke", "black") 150	
        .attr("d", arcg) 151	
        .attr("class", "garcs") 152	
        .style("opacity", 1) 153	
        .on("mouseover.arc", function() { 154	
            d3.select(this).style("stroke", "#ffb973").style("stroke-width", 155	
2) 156	
        }) 157	
        .on("mouseover.tip", function(d) { 158	
            nodedata = this.parentNode.__data__; 159	
            div.transition() 160	
                .duration(500) 161	
                .style("opacity", .9); 162	
            div .html(nodedata.phagename + " gp" + d.name) 163	
 164	
            // the text of the tooltip ... 165	
                .style("left", (d3.event.pageX) + "px") 166	
                .style("top", (d3.event.pageY - 28) + "px"); 167	
        }) 168	
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        .on("mouseout.arc", function() { 169	
            d3.select(this).style("stroke", "black").style("stroke-width", 170	
1); 171	
        }) 172	
        .on("mouseout.tip", function(d) { 173	
            div.transition() 174	
                .duration(500) 175	
                .style("opacity", 0); 176	
        }) 177	
        ; 178	
 179	
    //color gene arcs by Pham Color 180	
    document.getElementById("Phamily").onclick = function(d) { 181	
        d3.selectAll(".garcs") 182	
        //.transition().duration(1000) 183	
            .attr("fill", function (d) { 184	
                return d.phamColor; 185	
            }) 186	
            .style("fill-opacity", 1) 187	
        ; 188	
    }; 189	
 190	
    //color gene arcs by direction 191	
    document.getElementById("Direction").onclick = function(d) { 192	
        d3.selectAll(".garcs") 193	
        //.transition().duration(1000) 194	
            .attr("fill", function (d) { 195	
                if (d.direction === "forward") { 196	
                    return "green" 197	
                } 198	
                else if (d.direction === "reverse") { 199	
                    return "red" 200	
                } 201	
                else {return "black"} 202	
            }) 203	
            .style("fill-opacity", 1) 204	
        ; 205	
    }; 206	
 207	
    document.getElementById("%GC").onclick = function(d) { 208	
        d3.selectAll(".garcs") 209	
        //.transition().duration(1000) 210	
            .attr("fill", function (d) { 211	
                return "black"; 212	
            }) 213	
            .style("fill-opacity", function(d){ 214	
                215	
console.log(Math.abs(Math.log((((this.parentNode.__data__.sequence.slice(d.st216	




                ); 221	








            } ) 228	
        ; 229	
    }; 230	
 231	
    //set parameters for the ruler arc 232	
    var arcr = d3.svg.arc() 233	
        .innerRadius(230) 234	
        .outerRadius(250) 235	
        .startAngle(0.0436332) 236	
        .endAngle(2*Math.PI-0.0436332); 237	
 238	
    //draw the ruler arc 239	
    newPhage.append("path") 240	
        .attr("d", arcr) 241	
        .style({ fill: "white", opacity: 1}) 242	
        .attr({stroke: "black"}) 243	
        .attr({"stroke-width": 2}); 244	
 245	
    //remnant of old style 246	
   /* Keystone 247	
    newPhage.append("path") 248	
        .attr("d", keystone) 249	
        .attr("fill", "white"); */ 250	
 251	
 252	
//Add code for line ticks/* 253	
    var r = d3.scale.linear() 254	
        .domain([0, 1]) 255	
        .range([0, 200]); 256	
 257	
 258	
//default accessor [[x1,y1]] => radian and angle 259	
    var line = d3.svg.line.radial() 260	
        .radius(function(d){ return (r(d[1])); })  // will change between -1 261	
and 1 262	
        .angle(function(d) { return d[0];}); 263	
 264	
 265	
// radius axis 266	
// cheat with CSS 267	
   /* var gr = newPhage.append("g") 268	
        .attr("class", "r axis") 269	
        .selectAll("g") 270	
        .data(r.ticks(10).slice(0)) 271	
        .enter().append("g"); 272	
*/ 273	
 274	
   //set parameters for thousand bp tick marks 275	
    var thoutick = newPhage.append("g") 276	
        .attr("stroke", "black") 277	
        .selectAll("g") 278	
        .data(function(d){return d3.range(2.5, 357.5, 279	
(1000/d.genomelength)*355);})//replace 80000 with genome length 280	
        .enter().append("g") 281	
        .attr("transform", function(d) { 282	
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            return "rotate(" + (d-90) + ")"; }); 283	
 284	
    //set parameters for 500 bp tick marks 285	
    var fhuntick = newPhage.append("g") 286	
        .attr("stroke", "black") 287	
        .selectAll("g") 288	
        .data(function(d){return d3.range(2.5, 357.5, 289	
(500/d.genomelength)*355);})//replace 80000 with genome length 290	
        .enter().append("g") 291	
        .attr("transform", function(d) { 292	
            return "rotate(" + (d-90) + ")"; }); 293	
 294	
    //set parameters for 5000 bp tick marks 295	
    var fthotick = newPhage.append("g") 296	
        .attr("stroke", "black") 297	
        .selectAll("g") 298	
        .data(function(d){return d3.range(2.5, 357.5, 299	
(5000/d.genomelength)*355);})//replace 80000 with genome length 300	
        .enter().append("g") 301	
        .attr("transform", function(d) { 302	
            return "rotate(" + (d-90) + ")"; }); 303	
 304	
    //draw 5000 bp tick marks 305	
    fthotick.append("line") 306	
        .attr("x2", 250); 307	
 308	
    //draw 500 bp tick marks 309	
    fhuntick.append("line") 310	
        .attr("x2", 235) 311	
        .style({opacity: 1}); 312	
 313	
    //draw 1000 bp tick marks 314	
    thoutick.append("line") 315	
        .attr("x2", 240) 316	
        .style({opacity: 1}); 317	
 318	
    //draw circle to cover radial line and to draw repeats on 319	
    newPhage.append("circle") 320	
        .attr({cx: 0, cy: 0, r: 229.1}) 321	
        .attr({stroke: "none"}) 322	
        .style({ fill: "white", opacity: 1}); 323	
 324	
    //rounds a number to nearest increment of 5 325	
var roundToFive = function (x) {return (x%5) >= 2.5 ? parseInt(x / 5) * 5 + 5 326	
: parseInt(x / 5) * 5;}; 327	
 328	
    //add text to 5000 bp tick marks 329	
    fthotick.append("text") 330	
        .attr("x", 240) 331	
        .attr("dy", ".85em") 332	
        .style("text-anchor", "middle") 333	
        .text(function(d) { return roundToFive(((d-334	
2.5)/355)*(this.parentNode.parentNode.__data__.genomelength/1000)); 335	
})//Replace 80000 with genome length 336	
        .style("fill", "green") 337	
        .attr({stroke: "none"}) 338	
        .attr({"font-size": "14px", "font-family": "Arial"}) 339	
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    ; 340	
 341	
        var randomColor = (function(){ 342	
            var golden_ratio_conjugate = 0.618033988749895; 343	
            var h = Math.random(); 344	
 345	
            var hslToRgb = function (h, s, l){ 346	
                var r, g, b; 347	
 348	
                if(s == 0){ 349	
                    r = g = b = l; // achromatic 350	
                }else{ 351	
                    function hue2rgb(p, q, t){ 352	
                        if(t < 0) t += 1; 353	
                        if(t > 1) t -= 1; 354	
                        if(t < 1/6) return p + (q - p) * 6 * t; 355	
                        if(t < 1/2) return q; 356	
                        if(t < 2/3) return p + (q - p) * (2/3 - t) * 6; 357	
                        return p; 358	
                    } 359	
 360	
                    var q = l < 0.5 ? l * (1 + s) : l + s - l * s; 361	
                    var p = 2 * l - q; 362	
                    r = hue2rgb(p, q, h + 1/3); 363	
                    g = hue2rgb(p, q, h); 364	
                    b = hue2rgb(p, q, h - 1/3); 365	
                } 366	
 367	
                return '#'+Math.round(r * 255).toString(16)+Math.round(g * 368	
255).toString(16)+Math.round(b * 255).toString(16); 369	
            }; 370	
 371	
            return function(){ 372	
                h += golden_ratio_conjugate; 373	
                h %= 1; 374	
                return hslToRgb(h, 0.5, 0.60); 375	
            }; 376	
        })(); 377	
 378	
    var c10 = d3.scale.category10(); 379	
 380	
    function colores_google(n) { 381	
        var colores_g = ["#3366cc", "#dc3912", "#ff9900", "#109618", 382	
"#990099", "#0099c6", "#dd4477", "#66aa00", "#b82e2e", "#316395", "#994499", 383	
"#22aa99", "#aaaa11", "#6633cc", "#e67300", "#8b0707", "#651067", "#329262", 384	
"#5574a6", "#3b3eac"]; 385	
        return colores_g[n % colores_g.length]; 386	
    } 387	
 388	
        var connectfunc = d3.svg.line() 389	
                .x(function (d) { 390	
                    console.log(genomelength); 391	
                    return 230 * (Math.sin(((d.pos / genomelength) * 6.19592) 392	
+ ((2.5*Math.PI)/180))); 393	
                }) 394	
                .y(function (d) { 395	
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                    return -230 * (Math.cos(((d.pos / genomelength) * 396	
6.19592) + ((2.5*Math.PI)/180))); 397	
                }) 398	
                .interpolate(function (points) { 399	
                    return points.join("A 1,1 0 0 0 "); 400	
                }) 401	
            ; 402	
var reps = newPhage.selectAll(".reps") 403	
    .data(function(d){ 404	
        //console.log(d); 405	
        genomelength = d.genomelength; 406	
        return [d.repeats]}) 407	
    .enter() 408	
    .append('g').attr("id", "Grant") 409	
    .each(function() { 410	
        //Draws motif connections 411	
        var loc = d3.select(this); 412	
            loc.selectAll(".loc") 413	
            .data(function (d) { 414	
                //console.log(d); 415	
 416	
                return d.motifs 417	
            }) 418	
            .enter() 419	
            .append("svg:path") 420	
                .attr("class", function(d){return "motif" + d.id}) 421	
            .attr("d", function (d) { 422	
                //console.log(d); 423	
                d.sites.sort(function (x, y) { 424	
                    return d3.ascending(x.pos, y.pos); 425	
                }); 426	
                return connectfunc(d.sites); 427	
            }) 428	
            .attr("stroke", function(d,i) { return colores_google(d.id-1); }) 429	
            .attr("fill", "none") 430	
            .attr("stroke-width", 1.5) 431	
            .on('mouseover.r', function (d) { 432	
                d3.select(this).attr("stroke", "gold") 433	
            }) 434	
            .on("mouseover.tip", function (d) { 435	
                //nodedata = this.parentNode.__data__; 436	
                divm.transition() 437	
                    .duration(500) 438	
                    .style("opacity", .9); 439	
                divm.html("ID: " + d.id + "<br>" + "Length: " + d.len + 440	
"<br>" + "Occurences: " + d.nsites + " " + "<br>" + "E-value: " + d.evalue) 441	
 442	
                // the text of the tooltip ... 443	
                    .style("left", (d3.event.pageX) + "px") 444	
                    .style("top", (d3.event.pageY - 28) + "px"); 445	
            }) 446	
            .on('mouseout.r', function (d) { 447	
                d3.select(this).attr("stroke", function(d,i) { return 448	
colores_google(d.id-1); }) 449	
            }) 450	
            .on("mouseout.tip", function (d) { 451	
                divm.transition() 452	
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                    .duration(500) 453	
                    .style("opacity", 0) 454	
            }) 455	
            .style("opacity", 1); 456	
    }); 457	
 458	
        //Need to make hard coded length reactive 459	
        var xCirclePlace = function(d) { 460	
            return 230 * (Math.sin(((d.pos / 56189) * ((355*Math.PI)/180)) + 461	
((2.5*Math.PI)/180))); 462	
        }; 463	
 464	
        var yCirclePlace = function (d) { 465	
            return -230 * (Math.cos(((d.pos / 466	
56189/*d.sequence_db.sequences.length*/) * ((355*Math.PI)/180)) + 467	
((2.5*Math.PI)/180))); 468	
        }; 469	
 470	
        var site = reps.selectAll(".site") 471	
            .data(function(d) { 472	
 473	
                return d.motifs}) 474	
            .enter() 475	
            .append("g") 476	
            .each(function() { 477	
 478	
                var sit = d3.select(this); 479	
 480	
                sit.selectAll("sit") 481	
                    .data(function(d) { return d.sites; }) // second level 482	
data-join 483	
                    .enter() 484	
                    .append("circle") 485	
                    .attr("class", function (d){return "motif" + 486	
this.parentNode.__data__.id}) 487	
                    .attr("cx", function(d){return xCirclePlace(d)}) 488	
                    .attr("cy", function(d){return yCirclePlace(d)}) 489	
                    .attr("r", 2) 490	
                    .attr("fill", function(d) {if (d.rc === false){ 491	
                        return "green" 492	
                    } else if (d.rc === true){ 493	
                        return "red" 494	
                    } else{ 495	
                        return "black" 496	
                    }}) 497	
                    .on('mouseover.r', function (d) { 498	
                        d3.select(this).attr("stroke", "black").attr("r", 499	
"4") 500	
                    }) 501	
                    .on("mouseover.tip", function(d) { 502	
                        //nodedata = this.parentNode.__data__; 503	
                        divr.transition() 504	
                            .duration(500) 505	
                            .style("opacity", .9); 506	
 507	
                        divr.html("ID: " + this.parentNode.__data__.id + 508	
"<br>" +"Position: " + d.pos + "<br>" + "P-Value: " + d.pvalue + " " + "<br>" 509	
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+ "5\'-"+d.lflank + "<strong style='color:#FCB674'>" + "    " + d.match + 510	
"</strong>" + "    " + d.rflank + "-3\'") 511	
 512	
                        // the text of the tooltip ... 513	
                            .style("left", (d3.event.pageX + 25) + "px") 514	
                            .style("top", (d3.event.pageY - 28) + "px"); 515	
                    }) 516	
                    .on('mouseout.r', function (d) { 517	
                        d3.select(this).attr("stroke", "none").attr("r", "2") 518	
                    }) 519	
                    .on("mouseout.tip", function(d) { 520	
                        divr.transition() 521	
                            .duration(500) 522	
                            .style("opacity", 0)}) 523	
                ; 524	
            }) 525	
            ; 526	
 527	
    document.getElementById("Motif1").onclick = function(d) { 528	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif1").checked === true) { 529	
            d3.selectAll(".motif1") 530	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 531	
        } 532	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif1").checked === false){ 533	
            d3.selectAll(".motif1") 534	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 535	
        } 536	
    }; 537	
 538	
    document.getElementById("Motif2").onclick = function(d) { 539	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif2").checked === true) { 540	
            d3.selectAll(".motif2") 541	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 542	
        } 543	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif2").checked === false){ 544	
            d3.selectAll(".motif2") 545	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 546	
        } 547	
    }; 548	
 549	
    document.getElementById("Motif3").onclick = function(d) { 550	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif3").checked === true) { 551	
            d3.selectAll(".motif3") 552	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 553	
        } 554	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif3").checked === false){ 555	
            d3.selectAll(".motif3") 556	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 557	
        } 558	
    }; 559	
 560	
    document.getElementById("Motif4").onclick = function(d) { 561	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif4").checked === true) { 562	
            d3.selectAll(".motif4") 563	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 564	
        } 565	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif4").checked === false){ 566	
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            d3.selectAll(".motif4") 567	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 568	
        } 569	
    }; 570	
 571	
    document.getElementById("Motif5").onclick = function(d) { 572	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif5").checked === true) { 573	
            d3.selectAll(".motif5") 574	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 575	
        } 576	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif5").checked === false){ 577	
            d3.selectAll(".motif5") 578	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 579	
        } 580	
    }; 581	
 582	
    document.getElementById("Motif6").onclick = function(d) { 583	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif6").checked === true) { 584	
            d3.selectAll(".motif6") 585	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 586	
        } 587	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif6").checked === false){ 588	
            d3.selectAll(".motif6") 589	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 590	
        } 591	
    }; 592	
 593	
    document.getElementById("Motif7").onclick = function(d) { 594	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif7").checked === true) { 595	
            d3.selectAll(".motif7") 596	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 597	
        } 598	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif7").checked === false){ 599	
            d3.selectAll(".motif7") 600	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 601	
        } 602	
    }; 603	
 604	
    document.getElementById("Motif8").onclick = function(d) { 605	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif8").checked === true) { 606	
            d3.selectAll(".motif8") 607	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 608	
        } 609	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif8").checked === false){ 610	
            d3.selectAll(".motif8") 611	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 612	
        } 613	
    }; 614	
 615	
    document.getElementById("Motif9").onclick = function(d) { 616	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif9").checked === true) { 617	
            d3.selectAll(".motif9") 618	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 619	
        } 620	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif9").checked === false){ 621	
            d3.selectAll(".motif9") 622	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 623	
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        } 624	
    }; 625	
 626	
    document.getElementById("Motif10").onclick = function(d) { 627	
        if (document.getElementById("Motif10").checked === true) { 628	
            d3.selectAll(".motif10") 629	
                .style("visibility", "visible") 630	
        } 631	
        else if (document.getElementById("Motif10").checked === false){ 632	
            d3.selectAll(".motif10") 633	
                .style("visibility", "hidden") 634	
        } 635	
    }; 636	
 637	
    //gets rid of phage from selection 638	
    phage1.exit().remove(); 639	
 640	





Template.repeats.onRendered(function () { 646	




    $("#preloader").fadeOut(300).hide(); 651	
    $(document).ready(function(){ 652	
        $('ul.tabs').tabs(); 653	
    }); 654	
    $('.collapsible').collapsible({ 655	
        accordion : false // A setting that changes the collapsible behavior 656	
to expandable instead of the default accordion style 657	
    }); 658	
    $(document).ready(function() { 659	
        // the "href" attribute of .modal-trigger must specify the modal ID 660	
that wants to be triggered 661	
        $('.modal-trigger').leanModal(); 662	
    }); 663	
 664	
    $('.dropdown-button').dropdown({ 665	
            inDuration: 300, 666	
            outDuration: 225, 667	
            constrain_width: false, // Does not change width of dropdown to 668	
that of the activator 669	
            hover: true, // Activate on hover 670	
            gutter: 0, // Spacing from edge 671	
            belowOrigin: false, // Displays dropdown below the button 672	
            stoppropagation: true, 673	
            alignment: 'left' // Displays dropdown with edge aligned to the 674	
left of button 675	
        } 676	
    ); 677	
 678	
    svg = d3.select("#repeat-map") 679	
        .append("svg"); 680	
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    svg.attr("id", "svg-repeat-map") 681	
        .attr("border", "5px"); 682	
 683	
    Tracker.autorun(function () { 684	
        drawRepeats(svg); 685	
    }); 686	
}); 687	
 688	
updateSessionStore = function () { 689	
    /////console.log('updating selected data'); 690	
    //console.log('names:', selectedGenomes.find({}, {fields: {phagename: 691	
1}}).fetch().map(function (p) {return p.phagename;})); 692	
    Meteor.user().selectedData['repeatMaps'] = selectedGenomes2.find({}, 693	




    clusters: function() { 698	
        return Session.get('myMethodResult'); 699	
    }, 700	
    selectedGenomes2: selectedGenomes2, 701	
    selectedGene: function () { return Session.get('selectedGene'); }, 702	
    genomes_are_selected: function() { 703	
        return selectedGenomes2.find({}).fetch().length > 0; 704	





    "change .clusterCheckbox": function (event, template) { 710	
        /////console.log("event", event.target.checked); 711	
        //console.log(selectedGenomes.find().count()); 712	
        if (event.target.checked) {Materialize.toast('drawing repeat map...', 713	
1000)} 714	
        console.log("cluster checkbox checked: ", event.target.id); 715	
 716	
        $("#preloader").show(function () { 717	
            if (event.target.id !== "Singletons") { 718	
                clusterGenomes = Genomes.find({cluster: 719	
event.target.getAttribute("data-cluster"), subcluster: 720	
event.target.getAttribute("data-subcluster")}).fetch(); 721	
            } 722	
            else { 723	
                clusterGenomes = Genomes.find({cluster: "", subcluster: 724	
""}).fetch(); 725	
            } 726	
            clusterPhageNames = clusterGenomes.map(function (obj) {return 727	
obj.phagename}); 728	
            Meteor.subscribe("genomesWithSeq", clusterPhageNames, { 729	
                onReady: function () { 730	
                    clusterGenomes = Genomes.find({cluster: 731	
event.target.getAttribute("data-cluster"), subcluster: 732	
event.target.getAttribute("data-subcluster")}).fetch(); 733	
                    console.log(clusterGenomes); 734	
 735	
                    if (event.target.checked) { 736	
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                        clusterGenomes.forEach(function (element, index, 737	
array) { 738	
 739	
                            /////console.log("getting sequence for", 740	
element); 741	
                            selectedGenomes2.upsert({phagename: 742	
element.phagename}, { 743	
                                phagename: element.phagename, 744	
                                genomelength: element.genomelength, 745	
                                sequence: element.sequence, 746	
                                cluster: element.cluster, 747	
                                subcluster: element.subcluster 748	
                            }, function () { 749	
                                //Meteor.call('updateSelectedData', 750	
element.phagename, true); 751	
                            }); 752	
                        }); 753	
                    } 754	
                    else { 755	
                        clusterGenomes.forEach( function (element, index, 756	
array) { 757	
 758	
                            /////console.log('removing', element.phagename); 759	
                            selectedGenomes2.remove({phagename: 760	
element.phagename}, function () { 761	
 762	
                            }); 763	
                        }); 764	
                    } 765	
                } 766	
            }); 767	
        }); 768	
    }, 769	
    "change .phageCheckbox": function (event, template) { 770	
        $("#preloader").show(function () { 771	
            // get a list of all phagenames on the client 772	
            phagename = event.target.id.split("-")[0]; 773	
            //console.log(event); 774	
            //Session.set("selections", selections++); 775	
 776	
            // if user just selected a phage, it doesn't yet exist on the 777	
client but should 778	
            Meteor.subscribe("genomesWithSeq", [phagename], { 779	
                onReady: function () { 780	
                    if (event.target.checked) { 781	
                        console.log(phagename, 'was selected'); 782	
                        q = Genomes.findOne({phagename: phagename}); 783	
                        selectedGenomes2.upsert({phagename: q.phagename}, { 784	
                            phagename: q.phagename, 785	
                            genomelength: q.genomelength, 786	
                            sequence: q.sequence, 787	
                            cluster: q.cluster, 788	
                            subcluster: q.subcluster 789	
                        }, function () { /*Meteor.call('updateSelectedData', 790	
phagename, true); */}); 791	
                    } 792	
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                    // if user just unselected a phage, it exists on the 793	
client but shouldn't 794	
                    else { 795	
                        console.log(phagename, 'was unselected'); 796	
                                797	
selectedGenomes2.remove({"phagename":phagename},function () { 798	
                                    //Meteor.call('updateSelectedData', 799	
phagename, false); 800	
 801	
                                }); 802	
                    } 803	
                } 804	
            }); 805	
        }); 806	
    }, 807	
 808	
    "click .downloadRepeatMap": function (event, template) { 809	
        /////console.log("downloadGenomeMap clicked"); 810	
 811	
        $("svg").attr({ version: '1.1' , 812	
xmlns:"http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"}); 813	
 814	
        var svgData = $("#svg-repeat-map")[0].outerHTML; 815	
        var svgBlob = new Blob([svgData], {type:"image/svg+xml;charset=utf-816	
8"}); 817	
        var svgUrl = URL.createObjectURL(svgBlob); 818	
        var downloadLink = document.createElement("a"); 819	
        downloadLink.href = svgUrl; 820	
        downloadLink.download = "repeaterator_map.svg"; 821	
        document.body.appendChild(downloadLink); 822	
        downloadLink.click(); 823	
        document.body.removeChild(downloadLink); 824	
 825	
    }, 826	
    "click #clearSelection": function (event, template){ 827	
        /////console.log("clearSelection clicked"); 828	
        d3.select("#clearSelection") 829	
            .transition() 830	
            .duration(500) 831	
            .style("opacity", 0).each("end", function () { 832	
            selectedGenomes2.remove({}); 833	
            //Meteor.call('updateSelectedData', "", true); 834	
        }); 835	
    } 836	
}); 837	
 838	
Template.registerHelper('clusterIsChecked',function(cluster, subcluster) { 839	
    //if (input === "Singletons") { input = ""; } 840	
    phagesInCluster = Genomes.find({cluster: cluster, subcluster: 841	
subcluster}, {fields: {"phagename": 1}}).fetch(); 842	
    r = true; 843	
    phagesInCluster.forEach(function (phage, phageIndex, myPhageArray) { 844	
        if (selectedGenomes2.find({"phagename": phage.phagename}).count() == 845	
0) { 846	
            r = false; 847	
        } 848	
    }); 849	
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    selectedCount: function (cluster, subcluster) { 858	
        count = selectedGenomes2.find({cluster: cluster, 859	
subcluster:subcluster}).count(); 860	
        if ( count === 0) { 861	
            return ""; 862	
        } 863	
        return count; 864	
    }, 865	
    selectedClass: function(cluster, subcluster) { 866	
        count = selectedGenomes2.find({cluster: cluster, 867	
subcluster:subcluster}).count(); 868	
        if ( count === 0) { 869	
            return "badge"; 870	
        } 871	
        return "new badge"; 872	
    }, 873	
    dataBadgeCaption: function(cluster, subcluster) { 874	
        count = selectedGenomes2.find({cluster: cluster, 875	
subcluster:subcluster}).count(); 876	
        if ( count === 0) { 877	
            return ""; 878	
        } 879	
        else if ( count === 1) { 880	
            return "selected genome"; 881	
        } 882	
        return "selected genomes"; 883	




Appendix II: Repeaterator HTML 
<template name="repeats"> 1	
    <div id="geneData" class="modal modal-fixed-footer"> 2	
        <div class="modal-content"> 3	
            <span id="gene_dna_seq" style="width:90%; word-wrap:break-word; 4	
display:inline-block;">(upgrading)</span> 5	
        </div> 6	
        <div class="modal-footer"> 7	
            <button class="waves-effect waves-green btn-flat btn-copy-link" 8	
data-clipboard-target="#gene_dna_seq">Copy to Clipboard</button> 9	
            <a href="repeats" class=" modal-action modal-close waves-effect 10	
waves-green btn-flat">Close</a> 11	
        </div> 12	
    </div> 13	
 14	
    <div id="mapsettings" class="modal"> 15	
        <div class="modal-content"> 16	
            <div class="col s12 m6 l4"> 17	
                <h5>Repeat Map Settings</h5> 18	
                <table> 19	
                    <tr> 20	
                        <td> 21	
                            Show: 22	
                        </td> 23	
                        <td> 24	
                            Color by: 25	
                        </td> 26	
                    </tr> 27	
                    <tr> 28	
                        <div class="switch"> 29	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 30	
                                <label> 31	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif1" 32	
checked> 33	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 34	
                                </label> 35	
                            </td> 36	
                            <td>Motif 1</td> 37	
                        </div> 38	
                        <td rowspan = 4> 39	
                            <form action="#"> 40	
                                <p> 41	
                                    <input name="colorBy" type="radio" 42	
id="Phamily" checked /> 43	
                                    <label for="Phamily">Phamily</label> 44	
                                </p> 45	
                                <!-- <p> 46	
                                    <input name="colorBy" type="radio" 47	
id="Phamily Abundance" /> 48	
                                    <label for="Phamily Abundance">Phamily 49	
Abundance</label> 50	
                                </p> 51	
                                <p> 52	
                                    <input name="colorBy" type="radio" 53	
id="Cluster Conservation"  /> 54	
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                                    <label for="Cluster Conservation">Cluster 55	
Conservation</label> 56	
                                </p>--> 57	
                                <p> 58	
                                    <input name="colorBy" type="radio" 59	
id="%GC" /> 60	
                                    <label for="%GC">%GC</label> 61	
                                </p> 62	
                                <p> 63	
                                    <input name="colorBy" type="radio" 64	
id="Direction" /> 65	
                                    <label for="Direction">Direction</label> 66	
                                </p> 67	
                            </form> 68	
                        </td> 69	
                    </tr> 70	
                    <tr> 71	
                        <div class="switch"> 72	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 73	
                                <label> 74	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif2" 75	
checked> 76	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 77	
                                </label> 78	
                            </td> 79	
                            <td>Motif 2</td> 80	
                        </div> 81	
                    </tr> 82	
                    <tr> 83	
                        <div class="switch"> 84	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 85	
                                <label> 86	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif3" 87	
checked> 88	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 89	
                                </label> 90	
                            </td> 91	
                            <td>Motif 3</td> 92	
                        </div> 93	
                    </tr> 94	
                    <tr> 95	
                        <div class="switch"> 96	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 97	
                                <label> 98	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif4" 99	
checked> 100	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 101	
                                </label> 102	
                            </td> 103	
                            <td>Motif 4</td> 104	
                        </div> 105	
                    </tr> 106	
                    <tr> 107	
                        <div class="switch"> 108	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 109	
                                <label> 110	
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                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif5" 111	
checked> 112	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 113	
                                </label> 114	
                            </td> 115	
                            <td>Motif 5</td> 116	
                        </div> 117	
                    </tr> 118	
                    <tr> 119	
                        <div class="switch"> 120	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 121	
                                <label> 122	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif6" 123	
checked> 124	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 125	
                                </label> 126	
                            </td> 127	
                            <td>Motif 6</td> 128	
                        </div> 129	
                    </tr> 130	
                    <tr> 131	
                        <div class="switch"> 132	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 133	
                                <label> 134	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif7" 135	
checked> 136	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 137	
                                </label> 138	
                            </td> 139	
                            <td>Motif 7</td> 140	
                        </div> 141	
                    </tr> 142	
                    <tr> 143	
                        <div class="switch"> 144	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 145	
                                <label> 146	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif8" 147	
checked> 148	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 149	
                                </label> 150	
                            </td> 151	
                            <td>Motif 8</td> 152	
                        </div> 153	
                    </tr> 154	
                    <tr> 155	
                        <div class="switch"> 156	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 157	
                                <label> 158	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif9" 159	
checked> 160	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 161	
                                </label> 162	
                            </td> 163	
                            <td>Motif 9</td> 164	
                        </div> 165	
                    </tr> 166	
                    <tr> 167	
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                        <div class="switch"> 168	
                            <td colspan = 1 rowspan = 1> 169	
                                <label> 170	
                                    <input type="checkbox" id="Motif10" 171	
checked> 172	
                                    <span class="lever"></span> 173	
                                </label> 174	
                            </td> 175	
                            <td>Motif 10</td> 176	
                        </div> 177	
                    </tr> 178	
                </table> 179	
            </div> 180	
        <div class="modal-footer"> 181	
            <a href="repeats" class=" modal-action modal-close waves-effect 182	
waves-green btn-flat">Close</a> 183	
        </div> 184	
    </div> 185	
    </div> 186	
    <div class="row"> 187	
 188	
        <div class="col s12"> 189	
            <!--<div class="progress"> 190	
                <div class="determinate" style="width: 0%"></div> 191	
            </div>--> 192	
            <ul class="tabs"> 193	
                <li class="tab col s3"><a class="active" href="#phages-194	
list2">Select Phages</a></li> 195	
                <li class="tab col s3"><a href="#repeat-map">View 196	
Map</a></li> 197	
            </ul> 198	
        </div> 199	
 200	
        <div id="phages-list2" class="col s12"> 201	
            <!--<a id="clearSelection" class="waves-effect waves-light 202	
btn">Clear Selection</a>--> 203	
            <ul id="cluster-list2" class="collapsible" data-204	
collapsible="expandable"> 205	
                (upgrading) 206	
                    (upgrading) 207	
                (upgrading) 208	
            </ul> 209	
            <div class="fixed-action-btn horizontal click-to-toggle" 210	
style="bottom: 45px; right: 24px;"> 211	
                (upgrading) 212	
                    <a id="clearSelection" class="waves-effect waves-yellow 213	
btn-floating btn-large purple"> 214	
                        <i class="material-icons left">clear</i>Clear 215	
Selection 216	
                    </a> 217	
                (upgrading) 218	
            </div> 219	
        </div> 220	
        <!--<ul id="cluster-cards"> 221	
                #each clusters 222	
                    <div class="row"> 223	
                    <li> 224	
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                        <div class="col s12 l12 m12"> 225	
                            <div class="card hoverable"> 226	
                                <div class="card-content"> 227	
                                    <span class="card-title">name</span> 228	
                                    <ul class="collapsible white" data-229	
collapsible="expandable"> 230	
                                        cluster 231	
                                    </ul> 232	
                                </div> 233	
                                <div class="card-action"> 234	
                                    <a 235	
href="http://phagesdb.org/subclusters/name" target="_blank">name on 236	
PhagesDB</a> 237	
                                </div> 238	
                            </div> 239	
                        </div> 240	
                    </li> 241	
                    </div> 242	
                /each 243	
        </ul>--> 244	
 245	
        <div id="repeat-map" class="col s12"> 246	
            <div class="fixed-action-btn horizontal click-to-toggle" 247	
style="bottom: 45px; right: 24px;"> 248	
                <a class="btn-floating btn-large waves-effect waves-light"> 249	
                    <i class="material-icons">menu</i> 250	
                </a> 251	
                <ul> 252	
                    <li> 253	
                        <button class="downloadRepeatMap waves-effect waves-254	
yellow btn-floating purple"> 255	
                            <i class="material-icons 256	
left">system_update_alt</i>Export Repeat Map 257	
                        </button> 258	
                    </li> 259	
 260	
                    <li> 261	
                        <button data-target="mapsettings" class="btn modal-262	
trigger settings waves-effect waves-purple btn-floating yellow"> 263	
                            <i class="material-icons left">settings</i>Genome 264	
Map Settings 265	
                        </button> 266	
                    </li> 267	
                </ul> 268	
            </div> 269	
 270	
 271	
        </div> 272	




    <li> 277	
        <div class="collapsible-header"> 278	
            <input type="checkbox" id="(upgrading)" data-279	
cluster="(upgrading)" data-subcluster="(upgrading)" class="filled-in 280	
clusterCheckbox" checked="(upgrading)" /> 281	
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            <label for="(upgrading)"> 282	
                (upgrading) 283	
            </label> 284	
            <span class="(upgrading)" data-badge-285	
caption="(upgrading)">(upgrading)</span> 286	
        </div> 287	
        <div class="collapsible-body"> 288	
            <div class="row"> 289	
            <p> 290	
                (upgrading) 291	
                    <div class="col s12 m6 l4"> 292	
                        <input type="checkbox" id="(upgrading)" 293	
class="filled-in phageCheckbox" checked="(upgrading)"/> 294	
                        <label for="(upgrading)">(upgrading)</label> 295	
                    </div> 296	
                (upgrading) 297	
                </p> 298	
            </div> 299	
        </div> 300	
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